Bujinkan ninjutsU

Sunshine coast warriorS
Martial artS
Discover Self Awareness through Combat & Philosophy, Study, Learn, Grow.
Starting from the very basics (5 Elements) of what makes this art special, these social
classes will take you through the principles of why the Ninja obtained these dynamic
fundamental beliefs and skills...The origins of Bujinkan Ninjutsu stem as far back as the
early 12th century Medieval Japan. This Classical Kobudo-Ninpo study has developed with
each generation, adapting to the landscape, circumstance and technology.
At the Sunshine Coast Warrior Dojos, our aim is to preserve the essence of these valuable
9 classical schools. As the study of these living arts become ever more popular, people are
more interested in not just protecting themselves, but to achieve and build personal
confidence. this improves and tests their agility, fitness and competence through simple
Anti-Bullying survival techniques..
The Bujinkan Dojo's was organized in the early 1970's by Dr Masaaki Hatsumi (Soke Grand
Master).The Bujinkan Budo Taijutsu system emphasizes natural and relaxed body movement.
This Martial Art is taught within the classical context as well as a modern twist. The
subtle destruction of the attackers balance and rhythm is the primary focus of the
Bujinkan warrior, through proper control of distance & timing. These principles allow
even smaller persons of most ages to overcome larger and more powerful opponents.
These calisthenics will awaken awareness to the “Whole Body Feeling” for a Zen Mind;






Training incorporates unarmed grappling (Jutaijutsu),;
Striking, Blocking, Kicking (Dakentaijutsu),
Throwing skills and body conditioning. (Taihenjutsu) – Body movement
rolling, leaping, breakfalls & ( Kenko Undo) – Fitness and conditioning
Weapons training (Budotaijutsu) & (Kenjutsu) Sword, Naginarta, Rope, chain, Etc..

Achieve amazing balance and confidence by working with soft sword and wooden sticks
such as Bokens, Bo, Hand-bo techniques. Boost your internal energy levels with this study.
Men, Women & Children experience this fun shared learning social environment for their
understanding of the magic & science of this ancient legendary Samurai & Ninja, living art.

Allow yourself to find your mental peace of mind, body & Spirit...
Experience the Energy of ... "Power without Power" AS A PEACEFUL WARRIOR ...
Art of Bujinkan Ninjutsu... Mushin no shin 無心の心

Call now to find out more...
SENSEI SHAYNE HARRIS... Shidoshi Sunshine Coast M. 0407 002 567
Licensed Sensei's of Grand Master Masaaki Hatsumi Soke Japan

www.bujinkansunshinecoast.com.au

